Reduced fuel consumption is one of the important goals in the aerodynamic development of passenger vehicles. For bluff bodies the overall drag is dominated by pressure drag. In order to decrease aerodynamic drag it is desired to reduce pressure drag, by reduction and minimization of separation regions. Especially for complex bluff bodies like road vehicles it is important to improve the understanding regarding driving forces and origins of separation.
INTRODUCTION
Reduced fuel consumption is one of the important goals in the aerodynamic development of passenger vehicles. For bluff bodies the overall drag is dominated by pressure drag. In order to decrease aerodynamic drag it is desired to reduce pressure drag, by reduction and minimization of separation regions. Especially for complex bluff bodies like road vehicles it is important to improve the understanding regarding driving forces and origins of separation.
Contrary to investigations over a flat plate or basic geometries, the surface of vehicles is usually curved and the flow over the body is influenced by different flow conditions, as well as the interaction and interference of different flows. That makes it difficult to identify and isolate a particular type of separation, as an interaction of several types of separation is observed.
Missing criteria for three dimensional separation points complicate the prediction of separating flow. However a characterization and the description of the flow field is possible.
The topological theory describes different types of separation by means of singular points. These can be visualized by showing the limiting streamlines. An investigation of the corresponding surface parameters (e.g. surface pressure) can give a correlation between the separation and physical parameters.
The velocity field as a continuous vector field can be described by means of critical points as it is described for instance in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . In vehicle aerodynamics this method was used to characterize occurring flow structures and to derive the flow development [8, 9, 10, 11] . Also the influence of the backlight angle, deck lid length or C Pillar length and radius onto the flow pattern was shown by many researchers, for instance [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . But how these patterns are formed and under which conditions they occur is still an insufficiently answered question.
This underlines the importance of an understanding of the physics behind three-dimensional flow separation in order to be able to decrease aerodynamic drag further.
In [17] the flow pattern with its limiting streamlines is described for the upper body of a sedan passenger car. It is shown that the flow around a shark fin antenna obeys topological rules and it describes how the pressure gradient influences the development of limiting streamlines.
The general objective of the present project is to understand the details of the flow around the upper body of a passenger car. Ultimately, such knowledge will lead to a better aerodynamic design with less drag. The present paper presents the first part of the investigation where emphasis is placed on two particular regions. First the flow behind the antenna will be presented and the occurring vortices are connected to the pressure distribution on the surface. Second the flow behind the front wheel arch will be described and again, the limiting streamline development and their connection to the surface pressure distribution will be explained.
BACKGROUND
Chapman and Yates introduce in their work [1] three different types of separation. 1). Type I separation -"bubble separation"
2). Type II separation -"horn separation"
3). Crossflow separation
The types of separation and the application of certain topological rules were discussed in detail in [17] . The following figures ( Figure 1 , Figure 2 , Figure 3 ) show the topology of the different separation pattern on a body of revolution. Nodes of attachment (N a ) are singular points from which streamlines emanate. Nodes of separation (N s ) are singular points were streamlines meet and leave the surface. S S describes saddle points of separation and S a saddles of attachment.
Looking into cross planes, only two velocity components can be displayed. Therefore so-called half saddles (S′) and half nodes (N′) are introduced. Figure 1 . Type I separation [17] Type I separation originates at a saddle point of separation and a separation line (−-) divides the body surface into two regions. A limiting streamline originating at the node of attachment (N a ) to the left cannot enter the region on the other side of the streamline originating at S s . This streamline is a separation line where the fluid rolls up into a vortex with the center N (crossflow plane A-A). The node of attachment N a to the right is necessary to allow the fluid to enter the separated region. Figure 2 . Type II separation [17] The second type is also called horn separation. It again originates from a singular point SS, but the body is not divided and streamlines from Na can enter all regions on the surface. For this type a vortex leaves the surface at N S . [17] The crossflow separation does not start from a singular point. In fact, the starting point cannot be localized exactly. The separation is characterized by converging streamlines, which leave the surface and roll up into a vortex.
METHOD

Test Object and Numerical Model
The test object was a Volvo S60 sedan passenger car. For the numerical simulation a full scale model with a detailed underbody was used as can be seen in Figure 4 The CFD simulations were done in Star CCM + v8.04 and post processed in ENSIGHT 10.0.3. For the investigation a steady state RANS calculation with a realizable k-ε turbulence model was used, based on the work of [18] .
The mesh size on the surface had a maximum length of 7mm with refinements down to 2mm. The volume mesh had 3 prism layers with a total height of 7mm. The resulting y + values were in the range of 30 and 150. The investigated case had 96 million volumetric cells.
The wheel rotation was simulated with a moving wall boundary condition and MRF (multiple reference frame) method between the spokes.
Stable residuals below 10 −3 as well as a drag and lift coefficient variation below 0.5 counts for the last 500 iterations were the conditions for a converged simulation.
The focus of this investigation lies in the analysis of the limiting streamlines and their correlation to the surface pressure. This analysis is based on numerical calculations.
It is known that this method does not describe the flow field in all its details. For instance, no transient information is considered and wall functions are used to model the near wall flow field. This solution with its assumptions is however used to get a better understanding of the connection between pressure distribution and limiting streamlines. 
Comparison to Experimental Results
The usage of steady state simulations is very common in industry. Therefore a RANS solution was chosen to be investigated, before looking at more advanced solutions.
Experimental investigations in [17] showed that the measured and calculated pressure distributions match very well. This can also be seen in Figure 5 .
In an additional test the pressure distribution on the side of the car (behind the wheel arch) was measured ( Figure 6b ). 124 pressure holes were distributed over the surface. The pressure measurements were time averaged over 30 s. Figure 6 shows numerical and experimental pressure distribution behind the wheel arch. The low pressure region around the wheel arch seems to be stronger in the wind tunnel test. In both cases the low pressure influence from the side mirror can be observed and also the overall pressure distribution is similar.
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The CFD simulation and the experiment show a qualitative match and working with steady state solution to save resources and time is one desire for industrial applications. Therefore a discussion based on these numerical results is interesting and justified.
To investigate the flow pattern in specific cross planes, particle traces in two dimensions are plotted. This means that for a cross plane only the velocity components of the respective plane (two dimensions) are shown.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Antenna Flow
In [17] the application of the topological rule for a three-dimensional body connected to a wall was shown. For a 3D body connected to a wall the same number of saddles and nodes has to occur. The shark fin geometry of the antenna could be seen as a 3D body which is connected to a wall and the analysis of the limiting streamlines showed that the occurring nodes and saddles obey this topological rule. Therefore it could be shown that the calculations used capture the physics very well. It was further discussed how the limiting streamlines on the roof merge behind the antenna according to the observed pressure distribution and that this development can be explained by using the radial pressure equation.
In this work the investigation is extended. An occurring question is still how the pressure distribution is formed. A closer look at the two dimensional particle traces in different planes will help to understand the flow development. To show how the flow pattern develops downstream of the antenna, cross planes were studied as shown in Figure 7 . The planes are colored by the dimensionless pressure value c p , which is defined as follows: (1) It describes the difference between the static pressure measured at a location x (p x ) and the static pressure in the undisturbed flow (p); normalized with the dynamic pressure of the mean flow. Looking at the limiting streamlines on and around the antenna (Figure 10 ), it can be seen that these two vortices occur at the back side surface of the antenna. This is an example of a Type II separation (horn separation) as explained in [1] and reviewed by [17] . These vortices leave the surface and move into the downstream flow, as shown in Figure 9b [17] In Figure 9a, Figure 9b, Figure 9c , Figure 9d it can be seen that the c p value of the vortex core is lower than in the neighboring region. On the way downstream the pressure increases slightly. This shows how the two vortices are damped on their way, considering the pressure distribution.
Looking at the surface pressure (Figure 8 ) one can identify that the arising low-pressure-legs occur beneath the vortices. That means the low-pressure-legs on the surface are induced by the pressure of the vortex.
The surface pressure is mainly determined by the bulk flow. As the example with the antenna showed, changes in the geometry can introduce further structures which influence the pressure distribution impressed by the bulk flow. This leads to a violated boundary layer assumption (constant pressure through the boundary layer) and has to be considered differently. Figure 11 shows the cross plane 5 mm behind the antenna, colored by velocity. The two vortices lie almost completely in the boundary layer and change the pressure distribution through it. Figure 
Velocity distribution 5 mm behind the antenna
To understand how the surface pressure is created, the following effects have to be considered: i) the pressure distribution within a vortex, ii) the deformation of the vortices due to the closeness to the roof surface.
How the pressure develops within a vortex can be explained using the radial pressure equation (Figure 12) . From a lower to higher pressure, a gradient is acting. The corresponding force balances out the centrifugal force due to the radius of curvature of the streamline (R) and its velocity. In Figure 13 the pressure development in a vortex is drawn. Moving away from the vortex center, the pressure increases until it converges towards the pressure outside of the vortex. The observed vortices behind the antenna cannot expand completely as they are lying very close to the car roof surface. Due the limited possibility to expand, the vortices experience a deformation and dislocation of the core as they are pressed onto the surface by the bulk flow pressure. Figure 14 illustrates in more detail the deformation. This deformation leads to squeezed streamlines between vortex core and surface. Now the mentioned effects have to be considered together. According to the radial pressure equation the pressure increases with an increasing radius, as for instance along R 1 . R 2 is much smaller as the vortex is deformed. The core is located close to the surface. Therefore the pressure along R 2 cannot increase as much as for R1, particularly since the radius of curvature is larger. I.e. the gradient is smaller and the pressure more constant. Therefore, the surface pressure value is determined by the pressure value of the vortex center.
This exemplifies the development of the observed low-pressure-legs. As the vortex core with its pressure minimum is located close to the surface this low pressure is impressed onto the roof surface. The squeezed streamlines have a large radius close to the surface which leads to a more constant pressure distribution radially.
Wheel Arch Flow
In [17] a rough overview of the limiting streamlines on the S60 upper body was given. The investigation showed that converging streamlines could be observed on different regions around the upper body of a passenger car, for instance behind the antenna. Another area where merging streamlines were observed was the region behind the front wheel arch. The pressure distribution and the limiting streamlines of this area are the topics of the following section.
Limiting Streamlines
In Figure 15 the pressure distribution and the limiting streamlines on the side of the test vehicle are shown. The main interest is here the development downstream the front wheel arch. Figure 15b shows the enlarged area.
At the upper edge of the front wheel arch a low pressure region can be observed. This is a result of the separation created by the flow moving out of the wheel house and due to the rotating wheels. Behind the separation zone the pressure increases again. Of further interest is the low pressure area around the side mirror and its consequence onto the surface pressure of the car door.
An investigation of the limiting streamlines shows that streamlines coming from the front of the car, bend downwards around the low pressure zone of the wheel arch. The effect seems to be stronger for the limiting streamlines from above the wheel arch than for limiting streamlines coming from the lower edge of the wheel arch. Looking closer at the limiting streamlines close to the side mirror, a similar effect can be observed. Limiting streamlines are bending towards the low pressure region. To explain the behavior of bending limiting streamlines one can look onto the radial pressure gradient again (Figure 12) . The limiting streamlines, traced from velocities very close to the surface, are sucked into the region with the lower pressure. This is due to the low momentum of these streamlines.
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Apart from the bending streamlines, merging streamlines can be observed downstream the wheel arch. Such merging of limiting streamlines can be found behind the antenna as well (Figure 3) . A detailed explanation of their development can be found in [17] . A main conclusion in that work was that the streamlines merge exactly where a low pressure was measured. Therefore the resulting crossflow separation came along with the observed local surface pressure minimum.
The wheel separation creates downstream a low pressure region on the body surface (see Figure 15) . The limiting streamlines coming from the upper and lower edge of the wheel arch are sucked into the low pressure region. Further downstream there is no lateral pressure gradient and the streamlines are parallel.
Crossplanes
A closer investigation of cross planes in z and x direction shall explain how the flow field develops. Figure 16 shows 2D particle traces in the z plane, which is a plane horizontal to the ground. The cross plane is colored by the dimensionless pressure coefficient c p .
The two dimensional particle traces develop without any recirculation zones and do not show any evidence of separated flow in this plane. Looking into the x planes in Figure 17 (perpendicular to the mean flow direction) several vortices can be observed. It has to be kept in mind that the particle traces do not give any information about the magnitude of the velocity component, especially in relation to the component in streamwise direction (x) which is the dominant one. Starting from the wheel center one can see, that the rotation of the wheel and the flow which exits through the rims and wheel house from the underbody and the engine bay, leads to the development of vortices and the separation bubble behind the wheel arch. In Figure  17d it can be seen that the separation bubble reaches approximately 50 cm downstream the wheel center, where the two vortices merge into one vortex sheet leaving the surface. According to Lighthill [4] the convergence of streamlines is an indicator for a crossflow separation; but an additional condition which has to be taken into account is the upwelling of flow, away from the surface. As described in [19] it is not sufficient to fulfill only one of these criteria.
As mentioned before, the low pressure region directly after the wheel arch sucks the limiting streamlines towards the lower pressure. After the separation bubble there is no more force (pressure gradient) acting onto the limiting streamlines. Particles would therefore continue their way straight forward until their paths cross (from above and below of the separation bubble). This is where the streamlines meet and a strong convergence can be observed. On their way downstream there is no pressure force acting, but a viscous force in mean flow direction. This viscous force tends to drag the particles in the direction of the mean flow and parallelize them. In other words, the more downstream the more parallel the path and the observed convergence is reduced more and more.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Investigation of the flow behind the antenna shows that the surface pressure can be influenced by phenomena within the boundary layer, like the emanating vortices at the back surface. The effect of the occurring vortices was described and explained in detail, and it became clear that different effects have to be considered for the explanation. First one needs to understand how the pressure distribution within a vortex develops and how to apply the radial pressure equation. Second the deformation of the vortices has to be considered and that this affected the pressure distribution within the vortex. To explain how the surface pressure pattern arose, the consequences of the deformation onto the streamlines next to the surface were explained. It was shown that the distance between vortex core and surface is small. The pressure could not increase as much as for instance in R 1 . Therefore the pressure on the surface is determined by the pressure of the vortex core.
Behind the front wheel arch a separation zone due to a separation bubble is observed. Further downstream a convergence of limiting streamlines can be observed which develops without an acting tangential pressure gradient. In the cross planes two vortices are observed in the separation bubble which downstream merge together to one vortex sheet leaving the surface. It is explained, that the low pressure in the separation zone sucks the limiting streamlines towards the pressure minimum. Therefore the streamlines bend towards the low pressure. After this low pressure area, no pressure forces are acting onto the streamlines. They follow their way and converge as soon as streamlines from above and below the separation bubble meet. The only remaining force acting onto the streamlines is the viscous force, which drags the particles downstream in main flow direction and parallelizes them.
